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Abstract  -  Data mining is used to extract the interesting 
patterns from databases or repositories. Frequent Pattern 
Tree is a technique for discovering association between the 
variables and finds the frequent patterns in the Students’ 
dataset. The student’s data set contains the demographic 
details, practical mark and theory mark. The chore is to 
determine the programming skill similarity between rural 
and urban students. This paper focuses on two mining 
approaches to discover the knowledge from the students’ 
dataset such as (a) Identifying Frequent Patterns (b) 
Finding similarity between urban and rural students 
programming skill  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 In data mining, Association rule mining is one of the 
approaches for finding the frequent patterns in the 
dataset. To find the useful knowledge, the data should 
be cleaned. If not, error can happen such as duplicated 
records and noisy data. The process will be done before 
mining process. The data mining technique is used to 
take out the useful information from the student data 
set.  FP tree mining is used to determine all frequent 
item sets without the candidate’s generation. The 
illiMine tool finds the frequent item set and constructs 
the tree using FP-Tree Technique. The frequent patterns 
are used as an input for the k-means clustering. It is 
used to categorize the frequent patterns based on the 
programming skill and place of living. This process is 
carried out using Weka Tool.   

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Association Rule Mining 
Each attribute is treated as an item. There are three 

types of item values, which are used to for the attribute 
construction such as boolen and quantitative, 
categorical. The quality of a rule is defined by 
interesting problem based on the three categories such 
as 1. Generated rules can be self-evident. 2. Marginal 
events can dominate and 3. Interesting events can rarely 
occur. It is required to estimate how interesting the 
rules [2] are Subjective and Objective measures. 

Subjective measure is often based on earlier user 
experiences and belief. Objective measure is based on 
threshold values defined and controlled by the user. 

Typical measures are 1.Support (utility) [1] is the 
percentage of transactions that demonstrate the rule. It 
defines usefulness of a rule which can be measured 
with a minimum support threshold. This parameter lets 
to measure how many events have such itemsets that 
match both sides of the implication in the association 
rule. 2. Confidence (certainty) [1] is certainty of a rule 
whichcan be measured with a threshold for confidence. 
This parameter lets to measure how often an event’s 
itemset that matches the left side of the implication in 
the association rule and also matches the right side. It is 
the conditional probability that a given X present in a 
transaction implies the presence of Y.  Confidence 
(X=>Y) equals Support (X, Y)/ Support (X). 
Association rule is derived from support and 
confidence. Rules are probabilistic in nature and are 
mined in two steps   
1. Find all frequent item sets:  Each item set occurs at 
least as frequently as a pre-determined    min support 
count  
2. Generating strong Association rules from frequent 
item sets. These rules must satisfy the min support as 
well as confidence. 

B. FP-Tree Growth Algorithm  

FP-growth algorithm is an efficient method of 
mining all frequent item sets without the candidate’s 
generation. The algorithm mines the frequent item sets 
by using a divide-and-conquer strategy as follows: FP-
growth first compresses the dataset representing 
frequent item set into a FP-tree, which retains the item 
set association information as well. The next step is to 
divide a compressed dataset into set of conditional 
dataset, each associated with one frequent item. Finally, 
it mines each such dataset separately. Particularly, the 
construction of FP-tree and the mining of FP-tree are 
the main steps in FP-growth algorithm. A frequent 
pattern tree is a tree structure consisting of an item-
prefix-tree and a frequent item-header table. Item- 
prefix-tree:  a) It consists of a root node labeled null b) 
Each non-root node consists of three fields such as Item 
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name, Support count and Node link. Frequent-item –
header-table: It consists of two fields such as Item 
name and Head of node link which points to the first 
node in the FP-tree [1, 2]   

.C. K-Means 

The K-means algorithm takes the input parameter k 
and partitions a set of n objects into k clusters so that 
the resulting intracluster similarity is low. Cluster 
similarity is measured in regard to the mean value of 
the objects in a cluster, which can be viewed as the 
cluster’s centroid or center of gravity . 

First, it randomly selects k of the objects, each of 
which initially represents a clusters mean or center. For 
each of the remaining objects, an object is assigned to 
the clusters to which it is the most similar, based on the 
distance between the object and the cluster mean. It 
then computes the new mean for each cluster. This 
process iterates until the criterion function converges. 
Typically, the square-error criterion is used, defined as 

 

 
 

Where E is the sum of the square error for all objects 
in the data set; p is the point in space representing a 
given object; and mi is the mean of cluster ci (both p 
and mi are multidimensional). In other words, for each 
object in each cluster, the distance from the object to its 
cluster center is squared, and the distances are summed. 
This criterion tries to make the resulting k clusters as 
compact and as separate as possible [6].   

III. METHODOLOGY 

The students dataset contains the impute values such 
as theory mark (Assignment mark, Class test mark, 
Seminar mark , Viva mark,  Mid semester mark and 
End semester mark) and practical mark(Mid semester 
mark and End semester mark).  In this paper, the 
programming skill is evaluated based on theory and 
practical marks scored by the student in the 
programming subject. The programming skill is 
categorized as good or fair [9]. 

 
 

Fig. 1 FP-Tree design of the experiment 

The illiMine Tool scans the dataset and determines a 
set of frequent 1-itemsets (L), which also include their 
support count. The set L is sorted in the order of 
descending support count. This ordering is important 
since each path of FP-tree will follow it. If the 
minimum support count is 4, then the set  
 

L= {(PSG, 30), (PSF, 28), (TSG, 25), (TSF, 29)}. 
 

The FP-Tree is generated based on association using 
the illumine [3, 4, 5] Tool .Fig 1 shows the relationship 
between the impute values in the dataset, which are 
classified as good or fair. The discovered frequent 
patterns are used as inputs for the k-means clustering 
[7,8]. This technique is used to form the clusters based 
on the performance and place of living. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The frequent patterns are identified using illiMine 
tool. It mines the 1000 samples and finds out the 333 
frequent patterns from the post graduate and under 
graduate students’ dataset. The frequent patterns are 
used to find the correlation between the programming 
skill of rural and urban students.  

The fig 2 shows the programming skill 
categorization of rural and urban students.  It reveals 
the association among the dataset based on the scores of 
programming subject. The frequent patterns are used as 
input variables, which is used to classify the dataset 
based on place of living and programming skill.  
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Fig. 2 Visualization of the Urban and Rural Students Categorization 

 
Fig. 3 Categorization of Clusters based on programming skill 

Fig 3 shows the cluster representation of a grade and 
place of living in the students’ dataset.  It indicates that 
the most of the urban students are performing well in 
programming compared to rural students. Only few 
urban and rural students are scoring low marks in 
programming  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 Learning style preferences of Urban and rural students 

Fig. 3, 4 shows two clusters such as cluster 0 and 1.   
Cluster 0 cloud holds the good programming skill 
student objects. Cluster 1 cloud holds the fair 
programming skill object. In cluster 0, 138 student 
objects are situated in urban cloud and 36 student 

objects are situated in rural cloud. In cluster 1, 114 
student objects are situated in urban cloud and 42 
student objects are situated in rural cloud. . Each cluster 
reveals the identity based on the programming skill.   

The findings indicate that the more number of urban 
students are good in programming skills compared to 
rural students and more number of rural students are 
fair in programming skill. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, FP Tree and K-means clustering 
technique is used for finding the similarity between 
urban and rural students programming skills. FP Tree 
mining is applied to sieve the patterns from the dataset. 
K-means clustering is used to determine the 
programming skills of the students. This study clearly 
indicates that the rural and the urban students differ in 
their programming skills. The huge proportions of 
urban students are good in programming skill compared 
to rural students. It divulges that academicians provide 
extra training to urban students in the programming 
subject.     
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